Helping the security and defense forces to fight intelligently, the C4ISR Helmet
provides the ideal complement to tactical personnel, through the interactive use of the
camera and the GPS coordinates that all helmets collect in real time to build a 3D battle
field scene.

OPERATIONAL FLEXIBILITY
Presentation in versions:
Civilian, Military, and UAV Drone

All 3D models and live scenes overlap translucently.

Helmet composition
Technical specifications
Camera
GPS
WLAN
Connection
Intercom
Screen
Operation Mode

• Examples of typical application scenarios

Hostage Rescue

Counterterrorism

Special Warfare

Anti-drugs

Will provide
visualization
Integrated
Yes
Real-time
communication
Displays the 3D
battlefield scene
You can make
decisions and send to
the rest of the nodes.

As soldiers fight in more urban
settings, they are expected to need an
immediate flow of information. Whether
during a tactical assault they need to enter a
building and reach a rooftop; Soldiers are
expected to instantly receive a map of the
building and a route to the top, while using a
device to see through gates that provide
danger indicators.
(*) C4ISR: Command, Control, Communications,
Computers,
Intelligence,
Surveillance
and
Reconnaissance.

3d
battle

Helmet main features:


Self-identification: The coordinates of all the
helmets have obtained a 3D coordinate
identification.



Identification of the enemy: the coordinates of
all targets are identified and marked
throughout the scene.



Obstacle recognition: the coordinates of all
obstacles are recognized and marked
throughout the scene.



Everyone can use the screen to change
perspective and see the entire scene of the
three-dimensional battlefield.



Each helmet sees a complete scene, with only
a personalized perspective.



The system distributes decision-making and
the command in turn can send instructions to
each specific person through the intercom
system, and the corresponding person is
responsible for execution.
For example: John, 12 steps to the left, shoots
26 degrees to the upper right corner.
It can work normally even if 50% of the nodes
are destroyed

It is a global C4ISR solution of different
communication and intelligence technologies that can be
used integrally or as individual platforms, each providing its
own capabilities. Soldiers could also instantly pass target
data to others in the area to allow them to provide cover.
Urban settings are recognized as posing significant military
challenges. As a result, it is necessary to rely on advanced
communications equipment, virtual reality training facilities,
and augmented reality displays on soldiers' helmets to make
technologies more intuitive.
These technologies are among the first to fall under
the auspices of a new development strategy called
Asymmetric Vision / Decide Faster, or AVDF. Technology
that all elite forces are expected to have by 2030, but
available today.






This product is strictly used by government authorities in
full compliance with the legal provisions of the country of
use.

The entire battlefield scene uses 3D compositing,
overlay terrain model, and real-time video synthesis
from all helmet cameras.
Label mainly the following elements: own
coordinates, enemy
coordinates, obstacles
coordinates.
The entire scene of the battlefield will be updated in
real time. Each helmet can customize the viewing
angle.

State-of-the-art technology in cyber defense

